Building blocks, hinge-bending motions and protein topology.
Here we show that the locations of molecular hinges in protein structures fall between building block elements. Building blocks are fragments of the protein chain which constitute local minima. These elements fold first. In the next step they associate through a combinatorial assembly process. While chain-linked building blocks may be expected to trial-associate first, if unstable, alternate more stable associations will take place. Hence, we would expect that molecular hinges will be at such inter-building block locations, or at the less stable, unassigned regions. On the other hand, hinge-bending motions are well known to be critical for protein function. Hence, protein folding and protein function are evolutionarily related. Further, the pathways through which proteins attain their three dimensional folds are determined by protein topology. However, at the same time the locations of the hinges, and hinge-bending motions are also an outcome of protein topology. Thus, protein folding and function appear coupled, and relate to protein topology. Here we provide some results illustrating such a relationship.